JAMES SINCLAIR

PUBLISHED BOOKS


*Cape York to Coolangatta*, Jacaranda Press, Brisbane, 1981. 12,500 copies.


Last Frontiers: The Explorations of Ivan Champion of Papua, Pacific Press, Gold Coast, 1988. 1,000 specially bound, numbered and signed copies plus 500 standard.


The Middle Kingdom – a major history of the Highlands Districts of PNG from the beginnings to Independence. In preparation for publication by Crawford House Publishing in 2014.

Mr B: The Life and Times of Sir Brian Bell, Alan Caudell & Associates, Cairns, published 2010, special and general editions.
DIWAI: A History of Divine Word University, for publication 2013.

Books edited and prepared for publication.


During service conducted extensive exploratory and pacification patrols in Morobe and Southern Highlands Districts. Opened station of Koroba 1955, Lake Kopiago base camp 1956: explored the then Uncontrolled area to the Strickland River to late 1958. Married Janece Marie McGrath January 1959,1 daughter, 2 sons. Subsequently served in charge of Wau, Finschhafen and Lae Sub-Districts before moving to Eastern Highlands in 1968.

Retired August 1975 (position localized because of Independence). Decided to turn previous hobby of writing on PNG history into a full-time occupation and have since published more than 30 books, as detailed above.